Abstract: This paper introduces two novel correlations for the assessment of the electric spark sensitivity of polynitroarenes based on a new instrument, marked as ESZ KTTV, which gives more reliable experimental data than a previous old system, marked as RDAD. The first correlation used the number of oxygen and chlorine atoms, as well as a correcting function that increases the predicted results based on elemental composition. Since the relationship between the measurements from ESZ KTTV and RDAD is not unequivocal, a second correlation can convert the reported data based on the RDAD system to the ESZ KTTV instrument. The second correlation can be applied to many available predictive methods, and provides the estimated results based on the RDAD instrument. For 34 polynitroarenes, where experimental values from both the RDAD and the ESZ KTTV instruments were available, the values of the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) for the first and second correlations were 43.9 mJ and 36.0 mJ, respectively. Thus, due to the larger uncertainty in the measured data of the old RDAD system, both correlations provide more reliable data based on the ESZ KTTV instrument.
Thus, a large part of the discharge is converted here into the expressive thermal component. Moreover, the RDAD instrument is not suitable for the determination of the sensitivity of primers and pyrotechnics.
Using the old RDAD instrument, Zeman et al. [10] [11] [12] [13] reported the electric spark sensitivity of a large set of nitramines and polynitroarenes. These data have been used in recent years for the development of predictive methods for nitramines [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] and polynitroarenes [20] [21] [22] . Furthermore, the reported electric spark sensitivities based on the output from RDAD instruments have also been correlated with detonation performance [12, [23] [24] [25] [26] , impact sensitivity [27, 28] , thermal stability [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] , and shock sensitivity [34, 35] . Most of the available predictive methods and the new computer code EMDB [36] for the prediction of electric spark sensitivity are based on data reported for the old RDAD instrument. Today, the ESZ KTTV system is usually used in many laboratories for new energetic compounds, as well as for ionic liquids or salts. Some attempts have been made to correlate the output of the ESZ KTTV system for nitramines and polynitroarenes, as well as for ionic liquids, with some specific parameters [3, 37, 38] . The purpose of the present work is to introduce a simple general correlation for calculating the electric spark sensitivity of polynitroarenes based on their molecular structures, as well as to introduce a suitable correlation to convert the output from RDAD instruments to the ESZ KTTV system. The results of this work may be suitable for the extension of the output of previous work based on the RDAD instrument to the ESZ KTTV system.
Results and Discussion

Electric spark sensitivity based on the ESZ KTTV system and molecular structure of polynitroarenes
It has been shown that the elemental composition of some polynitroarenes play an important role in the assessment of their electric spark sensitivity based on the RDAD system [14, 19, 23] . A study of experimental data for various polynitroarenes based on the output from the ESZ KTTV system reveals that it is important to consider the contributions of some of the elemental compositions. For some polynitroarenes, it is essential to consider the presence of certain structural parameters because they can lower the estimated electric spark sensitivity based on part of the elemental composition. The multiple linear regression method [39] has been used to derive a new correlation as follows: 
Correlation between the output from the two instruments
It is valuable to correlate the results for the RDAD system with those for the ESZ KTTV instrument because most of the available predictive methods [40] and the new software EMDB [36] estimate the electric spark sensitivity based on the RDAD instrument. A study of the two different data sets has shown that there is a linear relationship between them for some polynitroarenes, but the presence of some molecular moieties may result in large deviations. Thus, it is possible to correlate them by considering some specific molecular fragments. Equation 2 gives this correlation, which was derived by the multiple linear regression method [39] , as follows: S,PNA is equal to 1.0 for polynitroarenes under the following conditions: a) The presence of the molecular fragment (2) and direct attachment of three alkyl groups to the aromatic ring, as well as dinitrobenzene. b) Direct attachment of the picryl group to a triazene ring or to another picryl group. The value of E -ES,PNA is also equal to 1.0 for the presence of -N=N-or -Cl groups.
Statistical assessment of Equations 1 and 2
Statistical assessment of Equations 1 and 2 are given in Table 2 , which includes regression coefficients, standard errors, t-statistics, P-values, as well as the upper and lower bounds of the 95% confidence interval. Standard errors provide the statistical significance of the regression coefficients in predicting the values of the electric spark sensitivity in both equations. A variable in Equations 1 and 2 is significant if the standard error is small relative to its coefficient. Since the t-statistic is the ratio of the coefficients to their standard errors, higher values of the t-statistic correspond to the more significant coefficients [41, 42] . The P-value of a variable shows the probability that the parameter predicted from the measured data should have the value that was determined. The P-value for each term tests the null hypothesis that the coefficient is equal to zero (no effect). The null hypothesis can be rejected for a low P-value (<0.05). Thus, the effect is significant and the observed effect is not due to random variations for this situation [43] . These statistical assessments show that the proposed three descriptors in Equations 1 and 2 have a highly significant ability to predict E ES,PNA (ESZ KTTV). The root-meansquare deviation (RMSD) measures the differences between the values predicted by a model and the measured data. As seen in Table 1 
Conclusions
Two new correlations have been introduced for desk calculation of the electric spark sensitivity of polynitroarenes based on the ESZ KTTV system from their molecular structures and E ES,PNA (RDAD). The first correlation uses the number of oxygen and chlorine atoms as well as a correcting function E + ES,PNA that increases the predicted results based on elemental composition. The second correlation can covert the predicted results of previously available methods, which were based on E ES,PNA (RDAD) data, to the electric spark sensitivity based on the ESZ KTTV system. Due to the presence of larger uncertainties for the old RDAD system with respect to the ESZ KTTV instrument, both correlations provide better predictions than those previously available that were based on the old RDAD system.
